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Abstract. This paper presents the approach implemented as part of a 
conversational bot named WIH (Word Intelligent Handler). It has a complex 
architecture with several components. Some of them are the ER-memory, EP-
memory and other minor modules that provide the prototype of good modeling 
of Spanish sentences. They constitute the knowledge-representation mechanism 
that is used by WIH to build automatic answers during dialogs with humans. In 
this paper a small description of these components and some of its interaction is 
given, along with test cases and a statistical analysis of the results obtained. It is 
shown here that WIH prototype can adapt its behavior and learning rate of its 
internal working memories according to dialogs contents. 
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1 Introduction 

In the early fifties, Alan Turing proposed the Turing Test which constitutes one of 
the first contests in Artificial Intelligence field. This test aims to demonstrate the 
existence of intelligence in computers and to verify that machines can think as 
humans do. [1] 

Turing's work aroused great curiosity on J. Weizenbaum, who returned and 
restated his idea for what later would be called the ELIZA project. [2] 

Eliza is a computer program and an example of primitive Natural Language 
Programming (NLP) approach. It implements simple Pattern Matching techniques and 
was one of the first chatterbots. Some years later, Dr. Colby creates Parry [3], a bot 
that simulates paranoid behaviors. It was used to interact with three patients 
diagnosed as paranoid. Tests showed that even a group of psychiatrists could not 
distinguish the computer from the human patients [4]. 

Inspired by ELIZA, Richard Wallace began to develop ALICE in 1995. As part of 
his project, he also designed the Artificial Intelligence Mark-up Language (AIML). 
AIML is an XML-compliant language, composed of a general tag named Category, 
the elementary unit of knowledge. Every Category has two components: Pattern and 
Template. Pattern is a string that represents the conversation and a template represents 
the response of a matched pattern [6] [7]. 
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The aim of this paper is to present part of the architecture of a chatterbot prototype 
named Word Intelligent Handler (WIH) and to show an alternate language modeling 
approach that does not use traditional pattern matching nor semantics or ontologies. 

It is important to consider that one of the main tasks in this area is to determine the 
context in which the language is applied and use it to track inflectional variants of the 
word usage. Several algorithms can be used to solve the various problems wrong-
context produces such as ambiguity1, polysemy2, anaphora3, etc.  Most of the well 
known computational linguistic community solutions use Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) techniques. [4] [8] 

Most of NLP solutions work on the basis of at least one of the following five 
processing types of analysis: phonological, morphological, syntactics, semantics and 
pragmatics. This kind of layering is quite most used to partition the problem and 
simplify the solution. Actual solutions often result in long dictionaries with heavy 
and/or complex processing. They usually require some degree of permanent human 
participation for updating and tuning its knowledge. WIH prototype was designed to 
mostly avoid humans as part of learning and modeling. But it is allowed a few 
external indications that could be optionally brought out to provide better system's 
behavior.[9] 

In the field of Semantics Frameworks (SFw) there are several proposals such as 
ODESeW a workbench built inside the WebODE [10][11][12] ontology engineering, 
that allows to develop portals managing knowledge automatically. 

Other SFw is ContentWeb, an ontology platform integrated with WebODE which 
allows users to interact by means of a predefined topic [13]. This framework interacts 
with: OntoTag (Ontological Semantics, implemented with RDF/S and XML), 
OntoConsult (natural language interface based on ontologies) and OntoAdvice 
(Information retrieval system based on ontologies). It was implemented in XML and 
RDF languages. Each word receives a URI (Uniform Resource Identifier). It also 
assigns new URI for each new morphosyntactic element. 

There are also frameworks that have been developed to provide administration of 
morphosyntactic corpus. For instance XTAG is a project that develops a wide-
coverage English grammar [15]. It uses a lexicalized Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG) 
formalism to allow the development of TAGs. It mainly consists of a parser, an X-
windows grammar development interface and a morphological analyzer. 

MorphoLogic Recognition Assistant [16] presents a morphological and syntactic 
analysis applied to text automatically extracted from speech. The system admits three 
services: proper disambiguated segmentation (splitting into fragments according to 
content coherence), disambiguation for underspecified symbols (from unrecognized 
word sounds) and error correction of misinterpreted words. 

                                                           
1 More than one interpretation of a sentence, changing its meaning and causing confusion or 
uncertainty. 

2 For the same context it could apply more than one meaning of a word. 
3 The use of certain words to refer information declared in previous sentences. 
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In this paper a new approach for traditional NLP is presented and used as part of 
WIH (Word Intelligent Handler) bot prototype. This chatterbot has a three layered 
architecture (see Figure 1) organized as follows:  

-Internal Structure: Takes every Spanish sentence from dialogs and transforms it 
into sets of Homogenized Basic Elements (HBE). Every HBE was represented in an 
internal language for WIH and is a kind of building block extracted from words that 
are not filtered-out. 

Figure 1. Three layered architecture of WIH. 

-Virtual Structure: selects a subset of HBE that are related according to certain 
criteria and use it to build an Eci (in Spanish, Estructura de Composición Interna; 
Inner Structure Arrangement in English). An Eci is a logical structure modeling the 
relationship between words, an oriented graph representing a whole statement in the 
original text.  

-External Structure: is made up of a set of Eci from the same text. It is an interface 
between users and the Virtual Structure. It provides an external view of the content 
that is independent of the original text organization. 

To define the way a set of HBE is transformed into an Eci, the system uses a 
weighting coefficient named po. According to [17] , po is an Eci metric that asses the 
relevance of the phrase being represented. It is a value based on weights that 
correspond to each HBE belonging to the Eci. It is calculated using the formula given 
in Equation 1. As can be seen, po takes the p values from previous HBE values, being 
i the ordinal position (between 1 and N, the number of structures in Eci). 

po=Σ1
N(pi+ pi-1)/2 (1) 

The pi values assigned to each HBE are taken from a predefined table T. It defines 
the individual weight based on the type of word represented. This typification is 
automatically determined using morphosyntactic considerations and induction trees 
[18] [19].  

It was also statistically shown that po is invariant to document size and type of text 
content. Furthermore, it could be used to discriminate writer’s profile (in fact it can 
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distinguish between users writing a document, for a forum, web index, or a blog) and 
to assess the relevance of a sentence within a text [18]. 

This paper is focused on main structures related to a novel knowledge modeling 
(see Figure 2): ER-Memory (in Spanish Estructura de Respuesta, Structure of the 
answer in English), that models the knowledge stored in Virtual Structure and the 
original way it processes language sentences. It also describes interaction between 
ER-Memory and MCT-Memory (Memoria de Composición Transitoria, transient 
structure-arrangement memory).  

Figure 2. Detailed Diagram of WIH Architecture 

The rest of this paper presents the WIH particular components, starring with EP-
Memory (section 2), ER learning approach (section 3), MCT-Memory (section 4), test 
case metrics and statistics analysis (section 5), and finally conclusions and future 
work to be done (section 6). 

2 EP Memory 

The EP-Memory records the sequence of linguistics categories extracted from each 
sentence processed and then builds a chain of tokens named Parsed Structure (PS). 
Every PS is weighted according to its usage in real previously processed dialogs. As 
an example for sentence: “Hola” the related EP is: “ER= {< 0.0152009> 
<0.0183416> [SUSTANTIVO] # {{Hola}}”. 

As the memory learns from experience, it reinforces parts of its knowledge from 
initial status, changing the relative relevance of involved structures. After certain 
number of occurrences, weighting is stabilized and changes are minor. 

In [20] EP tests show the WIH ability to process dialogs, derive weightings and 
generate category sequences. 
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The first EP training was performed with random structures to show that no 
special category sequence is preferred by the prototype since the dataset was 
constructed with no special use of any parsed structure. As a consequence, 
values should be mostly evenly distributed in the domain. 

The obtained results, showed in Figure 3, verify this hypothesis. 

Figure 3. First Training with random EP dataset 
 

test made in that paper, deal with real test cases.  Figure 4 shows the 
histogram with a strong change in the general bar distribution. There

significant biased slope down curve from highest values.  

Figure 4. Second training with real EP datasets. 
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The first EP training was performed with random structures to show that no 
special category sequence is preferred by the prototype since the dataset was 
constructed with no special use of any parsed structure. As a consequence, weighting 

4 shows the 
histogram with a strong change in the general bar distribution. There is a 
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As weighting distribution follows roughly real usage of linguistics categories, it 
follows that EP-Memory is able to model it. But, in order to make the prototype be 
able to handle language, it must be complemented with the modeling of contexts 
where each type of linguistic EP structure is used. That task is distributed mostly 
among ER-Memory and MCT-Memory. 

3 Getting an Automatic Answer: The ER Learning 

 The ER Memory is focused on learning human answering behavior. To do that it 
records EP relationship between a sentence and the human reply in past dialogs. In 
fact it keeps track of the main syntactic structure of every sentence (the EP) and the 
one used as a reaction.  

If WIH receives a sentence, the ER memory will try to find the corresponding EP. 
If such EP does not exist, it is new and has to be learned. Otherwise, it was learned in 
past dialogs. Let EPs be the matching EP. It has one or more EPa used as answer in 
those dialogs. They are organized chronologically in the memory and have a 
weighting value that represents the frequency EPs - EPa  usage.  

Any time the EP-memory has previously memorized EPs the whole set of EPa is 
loaded and associated to the EP of the actual sentence. This EPs- EPa relation is 
known as an ER. Its weighting is updated according to the algorithm explained 
afterwards and known as Yi.  

The structure of ER Memory is shown in the Equation [2]: 

ERi={<Yi> <EPj>#{case-1,case-2,...}} (2) 

Where Yj represents the usage value of a particular ERi. EPj is the related EPa, and 
case1, case2 are sentences in Spanish with the EPj structure (let them call 'Use Case'). 

Note that ER-Memory collects a set of associations between EPs cases, whereas 
EP-Memory records sets of syntactics structures. When ER is searched for a specific 
sentence, it really looks for identical or similar EPj structures. The following 
algorithm describes the steps performed: 

derive Epk for the actual case (sentence) to be 
answered  
get R= ERi from ER-memory with EP=EPk 
If R=ɸ  (empty result): 
 INSERT_ERi/EPj = EPi):ER (Epk, Y0, case) 
else  
 get a random number S ϵ (0:1) 
 set RR=the first ERj such that S>= Yj 
 update  Yj in ERj 
return RR 
 

When RR is received by WIH, one of the set of cases (described as {case-1,case-
2,...}) previously recorded by the memory is used to build an answer to the actual 
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sentence. The procedure for the answer construction is not under the scope of this 
paper. 

Regarding Yt, it is important to note that its value depends on a predefined learning 
curve determined by equation (3) 

Yt= 1/1+exp(-a*b*t*(100*b -1))    (3) 

In Equation 3, parameter a  is used to represent the learning rate, b typify the speed 
of training and t is the time of the event. 

In particular, t value is imposed by a discrete virtual clock that tics on every new 
EP matching case. The virtual clock ticks in range from 0 to MAX-TICKS. When 
clock rises until MAX-TICKS reseats itself and starts all over again. 

 The t value is a kind of aging value to control structure deprecation. 

4 MCT-memory 

The MCT-memory is a transient storage used to record every input sentence and its 
related knowledge (EP, ER and its weighting value). The main role of this memory is 
to make a quick coherent historical reconstruction of every dialog, keeping pointers to 
original sources of data. As long as structures and vocabulary are assimilated its 
content is cleaned. 

5 Test Cases 

In this section, a set of sentences from 5 dialogs are processed. ER, EP and MCT 
memories are statistically analyzed to asses and evaluate language usage and sentence 
morphosyntactic content modeling ability. 

The prototype was fed with 5 dialogs, each one with 8 to 11 sentences. The 
language used is Spanish. The total number of words is 224 with a mean of 1056 
characters. Table 1 shows the number of linguistic category cases in the test database. 

Table 1. Liguistic Cathegories Distribution. 

Verb 317 
Adjective 338 
Adverb denoting place 320 
Adverb denoting manner 314 
Adverb denoting time 301 
Article 320 
Demonstrative pronoun 328 
Personal pronoun 321 
Noun 294 
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It is important to note that linguistic categories processed by the prototype are just 
the ones in the table. Any other category is not processed. 

One of the original dialogs is shown in Figure 5. Figures 6 its corresponding EP 
content. 

Figure 5. Dialog number three from the dataset. 

Figure 6. EP of dialog number three. 
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The dialogs were fed to the prototype, parsed and processed by ER, EP and MCT 
memory. Resulting byte size changes is shown in Figure 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

   Figure 7.  Comparison between EP and ER. Size in bytes. 

As can be seen, there is a similar growth in the byte size for dialogs 1 to 4, but 
dialog 5 makes the memory size to be incremented more than in the rest of the cases. 
This is visualized better in Figure 8 that sketches rate changes in size. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 8.  Comparison between accumulated EP and ER. Size in bytes. 

It is interesting to observe in Table 2, that the number of sentences in fifth dialog is 
the same as in the second one, but in this later case the memory size growth is almost 
the minimum rate (see Table 2). This happens because the memory knowledge is 
related to the sentence content and not to the number of sentences.  
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Table 2.  Increment in bytes with every dialog. 

growing  (bytes) size (bytes) 

dialog 
ID 

number 
of 

sentences 
accumulated 
sentences EP ER EP ER 

1 10 10 755 899 755 899 

2 11 21 505 698 1260 1597 

3 9 30 798 584 2058 2181 

4 10 40 502 778 2560 2959 

5 11 51 1290 1239 3850 4198 
 
A second test was performed with the same dataset but fed in reversed order. The 

resulting size changes in EP and ER memory are shown in Figure 9. Changes in rates 
are in Figure 10. This time sizes are bigger than in the first case (see also tables 4 and 
5), even though the dialogs and contents are the same. This is because the knowledge 
through experience acquired at the beginning is greater in earlier steps, and there is a 
few opportunities to reuse previous knowledge (in first test the knowledge is acquired 
gradually and this way it can be reused and optimized the memory organization).  

Note that even though dialogs are used in reverse sequence, graphics are not 
symmetrical with those of the first test. That is because the relationship between 
knowledge acquisition and dialog number is not linear. In addition the graphics shows 
a curve representing a slower learning speed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Comparison between EP and ER. Size in bytes using dialogs in reverse order. 
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Figure 10. Comparison between accumulated EP and ER. Size in bytes using dialogs in reverse 
order. 

As a second interesting observation (see Tables 3 and 5), the percentages of size 
changes are distributed similarly than in the first test: second and fourth dialogs   
make less change than the rest. This is due to the resemblance between their structures 
and contents (both of them use several sentences that are identical and a few ones that 
makes dialog topic very different) 

Table 3. Percentage of increment with every dialog. 

growing  (bytes) 

dialog ID EP ER 

1 0 0 

2 0,66887417 0,77641824 

3 1,58019802 0,83667622 

4 0,62907268 1,33219178 

5 2,56972112 1,59254499 

 

Table 4.  Increase bytes upon every dialog fed in reverse order. 

Growing  (bytes) 

dialog ID 
number of 
sentences 

accumulated 
sentences EP ER EP ER 

5 11 51 1587 2027 1587 2027 

4 10 40 512 604 2099 2631 

3 9 30 788 1372 2887 4003 

2 11 21 840 328 3727 4331 

1 10 10 1188 1024 4915 5355 
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Table 5.  Percentage of increment with every dialog fed in reverse order. 

growing rate 

dialog ID EP ER 

5 0 0 

4 0,3226213 0,29797731 

3 1,5390625 2,27152318 

2 1,06598985 0,23906706 

1 1,41428571 3,12195122 

6 Conclusions 

 The overall structure and approach of several WIH modules have been presented. 
The described modules take part in the prototype learning process and are 
complemented with other modules. ER-Memory, EP-Memory and MCT are part of 
the knowledge automatic modeling. These modules do not require human interaction 
and just use information gathered from real dialogs processed by the system. The 
architecture provides a self adapting modeling, since they do not involve predefined 
dictionaries nor other type of structures. It builds all the internal structures using 
general morphological and syntactical information contained in processed sentences. 

From the tests performed it was shown that memory size indicate certain 
relationship with the complexity of the sentences (could be measured by number of 
syntactic categories in each one) and the topic (similar sentences but different topics 
make similar change in memory size), but not with the number of sentences. 

7 Future Work 

It remains to evaluate and tune several modules. One of the main pending changes 
is to make Yt coefficients self-adaptive upon EP long-term usage. Even though 
deletion modules are implemented, it also reminds to make triggers for purge 
activities. Finally, multithreading is one of the main pendings. 
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